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Driving licence rules
In the UK at present you can drive a 

motorhome up to 3500kg maximum weight 

on a car licence (Category B). Above that 

limit you will only be able to drive it if you 

passed your test before 1 January 1997 and 

have Category C1 on your licence. When 

you reach 70 years of age this additional 

entitlement ceases unless you have a 

medical examination before applying for a 

new licence. If you want to tow something 

you will be limited to a trailer of maximum 

total weight including load of only 750kg, 

unless you have category C1 on the licence, 

in which case the maximum for motorhome 

and trailer is 8250kg. 

So if you intend to buy, do check that you 

can drive it before parting with your money. 

If you are not sure check with the DVLA or 

one of our experts. If touring abroad, make 

sure you take your licence with you to show 

your entitlements. 

such as sand or raw timber. Nothing in your 

motorhome should do this! An overweight 

vehicle can be prevented by police from 

continuing its journey until the excess 

weight has been removed. In many case 

this can be achieved by emptying the water 

or waste tanks, but there are rules for where 

you can legally empty waste – not at the side 

of the road for example. 

But it is the generalities which can catch 

you out if an enforcement authority is being 

a touch picky. It is also against the law 

under Construction and Use Regulations 

No 100 to do anything to ‘cause, or likely to 

cause danger to anyone in or on a vehicle, 

or on a road.’ The rule covers the ‘weight, 

distribution, packing and adjustment’ of 

the load, and ‘the number of passengers 

and the manner in which they are carried’. 

So unbelted passengers, an insecure load 

or even heavy items in an overhead locker 

could cause you trouble in a random check. 

There is an exemption for being on the 

road in an overweight vehicle, if it is going 

to or coming from a weighbridge for the 

specific purpose of getting weighed. If you 

do go to the weighbridge, make sure you 

get a certificate (which should cost less 

than a tenner) to prove the fact. And once 

you have got the weight down to legal 

limits, keep the certificate in the vehicle, as 

even on a later journey it shows you know 

what you are doing and have done your 

homework. 

The joys of foreign touring can be spoilt 

by forgetting that they do things differently 

there. Even with mostly common EU rules 

these days, the method of enforcement can 

vary widely, specifically in the imposition of 

on-the-spot fines. For example, maximum 

speed limits for motorhomes are different 

and may depend on weight or size categories 

that are not the same as UK (see examples 

in table 3). 

buying and owning | weight

 Item Weight  Item Weight
  kg  kg

 Full awning and poles 40 Plates and cutlery for 4 4.5

 Jack 3.5 Cooking pans set 6

 Pegs/rock pegs/heavy mallet 7 Cooking and cleaning items 2

 Fridge load, full, with milk, food, drinks etc  22 Clothes (UK touring) for 2 30

 Toilet and flushing fluids 2.5 Case of still wine (12 x 75cl bottles) 12

 Breatheable awning carpet (size: 10sqm) 4 Case of beers (20 x 330ml bottles) 9

 Toolbox and tools 12 Shoes and boots 8

 Books/magazines/maps/CDs 8 Dry food stocks, tins, sauces, jams, cereals 10

 Levelling ramps 4 MIcrowave oven 15

 Picnic chairs (4) 10 Bedding: duvets, pillows, towels  10

 Picnic table 8 The dog and its food! 35

 Portable TV/laptop/cables 6 Portable 100W generator 20

 Electrical adaptors/aerial lead 6 Towels and washing/shaving items 3

 Cordless sweeper and charger 2.5 Fire extinguisher 1

Table 2 - Personal Effects

�All of the ‘essential’ kit can 
add up to quite a weight

A towbar and electrics could 
reduce your payload by 45kg
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